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a b s t r a c t 

Multimodal biometric systems fuse information from multiple modalities to overcome limitations of indi- 

vidual classifiers. Score level fusion of multiple classifiers can effectively combine information from differ- 

ent modalities. However, most of the multimodal biometric systems are impaired by conflicting classifier 

scores under dynamic environment, which results in degradation in system’s robustness and reliability. To 

address this, we propose a multimodal biometric system based on an optimal score level fusion model. 

The key idea of this work is to optimally integrate three complementary biometric traits namely iris, fin- 

ger vein and fingerprint. For this, individual classifier performance is optimized using evolutionary Back- 

tracking Search Optimization Algorithm (BSA). In addition, conflicting beliefs from individual classifiers 

are resolved using proportional conflict redistribution rules (PCR-6) to obtain a concurrent solution. The 

system exhibits optimal behaviour under dynamic environment through boosting or suppression of con- 

current classifiers and resolving conflicts among discordant classifiers. The proposed biometric system is 

evaluated over chimeric multimodal datasets created from benchmark images. On an average, we achieve 

an accuracy of 98.43% and an EER of 1.57%. The proposed biometric system not only outperforms state- 

of-the-art techniques but also shows directions towards development of an expert multimodal biometric 

system. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Biometric systems are imperative for security requirements of

the digital world. These systems are used for user authentication

and identification in critical applications such as defense, forensics,

personal identification, banking and surveillance. The information

obtained from human traits is exploited for realization of biomet-

ric systems. Generally, human traits can be categorized into phys-

iological and behavioral traits ( Jain, & Kumar, 2012 ). Physiological

traits include fingerprint, face, vein, ear and iris and involve extrac-

tion of a fine-grain pattern. Whereas, behavioral traits include but

are not limited to gait, voice quality, handwriting and signature. 

Biometric systems offer numerous advantages over knowledge

and possession based identity management systems. Biometric

recognition systems that use single modality for authentication are

called unimodal systems. These systems are capable of uniquely

identifying a person, but they can limitedly address challenges
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uch as high security and robustness against spoofing attack. In ad-

ition, their recognition accuracy and performance are impaired by

nvironmental and physical challenges such as noisy sensor data

nd small sample size. These challenges may render a unimodal

iometric system unreliable ( Dass, Nanda Kumar, & Jain, 2005; Jain,

lynn, & Ross, 2007 ). Another drawback of unimodal systems is

heir dependency on a single trait for their functionality, which

akes them ineffective in the identification of certain physically

hallenged individuals. To overcome these challenges, multimodal

iometric systems have been recently investigated. 

Multimodal biometric systems employ complementary traits,

hich are extracted from different modalities. In contrast to uni-

odal systems, multimodal biometric systems not only achieve

ecurity against spoofing attacks but also provide high system

eliability and robustness under dynamic environments. For ex-

mple, fingerprint is a popular trait for recognition and verifi-

ation. However, authentication systems based solely on finger-

rint can encounter various challenges such as distorted images,

cars, dead cells or cuts, dirty or oily image sensor surface etc. In

ddition, spoofing attacks such as artificial gummy fingers may

ender fingerprint-based systems vulnerable. As opposed to finger-

rint, finger vein feature is extracted from patterns lying under-
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eath the skin. Although, unimodal biometric systems based on

nger vein are robust against template forging, they cannot address

ther biometric challenges such as time invariance and universal-

ty etc. ( Tao, 2009 ). Similarly, unimodal biometric systems based on

ris trait were discussed extensively ( Jain, & Kumar, 2011; Wildes,

997; Yunhong, Tieniu, & Anil, 2003 ). Iris based biometric systems

ecognize the unique texture of iris consisting of crypts, furrows,

orona and freckles. It is highly unlikely for iris patterns of two

ndividuals to be identical ( Daugman, 2004 ). Unimodal biometric

ystems based only on face trait acquire features which humans

mplicitly use to identify individuals ( Modi, 2001 ). The main ad-

antage of using facial features is contactless data acquisition, but

he acquired data can change due to aging, pose variation and il-

umination changes. On the other hand, multimodal biometric sys-

ems can cater to these challenges due to their ability to: (i) tackle

he problem of non-universality and hence reach out to a larger

opulation (ii) restrict the ability of imposters to spoof biometric

raits of an authentic individual (iii) facilitate indexing/filtering of

arge-scale biometric databases. Generally, these systems achieve

ow error rate and high recognition accuracy. With the use of mul-

iple modalities, biometric systems become less sensitive to envi-

onmental conditions, which results in increased system robust-

ess and reliability. In addition, bypassing authentication mecha-

ism in multimodal biometric system requires more efforts as it

s difficult to forge multiple traits. Adaptations of these systems

o dynamic environments improves overall performance and re-

ults in low False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and low False Rejection

ate (FRR). Hence, most of the multimodal biometric systems out-

erform unimodal systems ( Ross, & Jain, 2003 ) and are imperative

or real-world biometric applications. 

Further, performance and usability of a multimodal system

ay vary with the nature of operations performed either to ac-

uire multiple modalities or to fuse multiple modalities ( Walia &

apoor, 2016 ). Based on the operations performed to acquire mul-

iple traits, multimodal biometric systems can be categorized as:

a) multi-sensor with multiple traits and (b) single sensor with

ultiple traits ( Lumini, & Nanni, 2017 ). Although, multimodal bio-

etric systems overcome drawbacks of unimodal systems, they

ause inconvenience to the user while enrolment and acquisition

f modalities. Hence, biometric traits in close proximity to each

ther are preferred from the user perspective. Generally, biomet-

ic traits (source classifier types) are chosen as a trade-off between

ser convenience and system security. In addition, multimodal bio-

etric systems are designed considering fusion of modalities at

ifferent level such as feature level, score level and decision level.

lthough, combining multiple modalities at score level is consid-

red as best option due to ease in implementing fusion, achieving

ptimal score level fusion remains a challenge ( Kuncheva, 2003 ). 

Proposed work presents a multimodal biometric system that

rovide expert decision in differentiating genuine and imposter

ubjects. Underlying fusion model functions as an intelligent agent

or distinguishing genuine and imposter users with utmost deci-

iveness. Design of proposed score based fusion model is focused

n optimal combination of information obtained from three com-

lementary traits viz. iris, fingerprint and finger vein. In addition,

roposed fusion methodology discerningly acts upon the compat-

bility of optimized source classifier for final decision about user

uthentication. Highlights of the proposed work are briefly sum-

arized as follows: 

• A multimodal biometric system based on iris, finger vein and

fingerprint. 
• Performance optimization using Backtracking Search Optimiza-

tion Algorithm (BSA). 
• Optimal score level fusion model resolves conflicts among clas-

sifier scores. 
• The results exhibit low equal error rate and high accuracy. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 

In Section 2 , we summarize related work in the field of mul-

imodal biometric system and list out the motivation for the pro-

osed study. In Section 3 , we introduce the methodology for the

roposed multimodal system. Individual classifier score estimation

long with its performance optimization is discussed. Also, the

ore design of the proposed fusion model is presented. The imple-

entation details along with the databases used for experimental

imulations are summarized in Section 4 . In Section 5 , the qualita-

ive and quantitative performance of the proposed system is com-

ared with state-of-the-art solutions. Finally, Section 6 summarizes

he work and sketches future direction in the field of multimodal

iometric systems. 

. Related work and motivation 

Multimodal biometric systems are being extensively explored to

vercome the limitations of unimodal biometric systems. Modali-

ies can be fused at different levels such as feature level, score level

nd decision level. Fusing similarity scores obtained from multiple

odalities is considered as an appropriate approach for combining

ifferent traits. Peng et al. investigated score based fusion model

or multimodal hand biometrics ( Peng, El-Latif, Li, & Niu, 2016 ).

n this work, binary operations were used to combine scores ob-

ained from fingerprint, finger vein, knuckle print and palm print

raits. Scores obtained from different classifiers were normalized

nd further fused using T-norms such as Einstein product, Frank,

amanger and Yager. Along similar lines, a multi-instance fusion

ethod for Finger-Knuckle-Print (FKP) recognition ( Shariatmadar,

 Faez, 2013 ) was proposed. In this, the authors combined left in-

ex/middle fingers and right index/middle fingers of an individual

t the matching score level. Min-Max normalization strategy was

pplied and fused score was determined using the summation of

ormalized scores. However, since these methods were restricted

o a single body part, universality property of biometric systems

as not achieved. In addition, fusion methodology does not involve

lassifier performance optimization. 

In order to address the universality property of a biometric sys-

em, a score level fusion model based on non-ideal face and iris

mages was proposed ( Sim, Asmuni, Hassan, & Othman, 2014 ). This

ethod uses weights to fuse similarity scores obtained from face

nd iris classifiers. Similarly, face and iris based multimodal bio-

etric system was proposed ( Liau, & Isa, 2011 ). This work con-

iders fusion of matching scores and embedded Support Vector

achine (SVM) in the fusion process. Further, individual classifier

erformance was optimized and weighted score level fusion was

erformed to obtain the final decision. Further, joint sparse rep-

esentation for a multimodal biometric system was investigated

 Shekhar, Patel, Nasrabadi, & Chellappa, 2014 ). In this method,

uality measure of acquired data was used to weigh each modal-

ty and its non-linearity was resolved using kernels. Although this

roposition involved optimization of classifier scores with quality

easure, optimal combination of these modalities was limitedly

olved. Rather than combining classifiers scores directly, Mezai

 Hachouf considered conversion of individual classifier scores

nto belief masses ( Mezai, & Hachouf, 2014 ). Individual classifier

core was determined from face and voice traits. This multimodal

iometric system transformed obtained match scores into belief

asses using Denoeux/Appriou model. Individual classifier confi-

ence factors were determined using Particle Swarm Optimiza-

ion. Further, belief masses were combined using DS theory and

CR-5 rule model to determine user class. Along similar lines,

ank level fusion using Markov chain was proposed ( Monwar, &

avrilova, 2013 ). In this work, face, iris and ear biometric traits
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Table 1 

Brief description of related score based multimodal biometric systems. 

Related work Biometric traits Database Score fusion method Difference from proposed 

approach 

Remarks 

( Sim et al., 2014 ) Iris, Face UTMIFM, UBIRIS V2.0, OFL Weighted score based 

fusion 

Wavelet coefficients 

incorporated to obtain 

weighted sum 

Low Decidability index of 

2.778 

( Peng et al., 2016 ) Fingerprint, finger vein, 

palm print, knuckle 

FVC2002, PolyU T-norms based score 

level fusion 

Normalized similarity scores 

fused using t-norms 

Low Decidability index of 

6.94 

( Nguyen et al., 2015 ) Face, fingerprint, 

signature 

Bio-secure DS2 Dempster Shafer theory 

with score level fusion 

Image quality incorporated as 

reliability factor of classifier 

score 

Performance evaluation 

over one database. 

( Poh et al., 2012 ) Face, fingerprint XM2VTS, Bio-secure DS2 Quality incorporated 

score level fusion 

Quality index depicts 

conformance of fused score 

EER 5% with 5 quality 

factors 

(Monwar et al., 2013) Iris, face, ear CASIA, FERET, USTB Rank level fusion Markov chain model EER value of 1.71% 

( Mezai et al., 2014 ) Voice, face XM2VTS and BANCA Weighted score level 

fusion 

PSO provides optimum 

confidence factor for classifier 

match scores 

EER value of 1.06% 

( Poh, Ross, Lee, & Kittler, 

2013 ) 

Face, speech XMVT2S Score level fusion Two staged user-specific and 

selective fusion 

EER varies with pruning 

rate from 1.7-4.6 

( Shariatmadar et al. 2013 ) Finger knuckle print Poly-U FKP Score level fusion Max-Min Normalization Performance evaluated over 

one database. 

( Liang et al., 2016 ) Face XM2VTS, NIST BSSR1 Order preserving 

algorithm based score 

level fusion 

Multistage fusion, posterior 

probability determines class 

FAR value of 1% considered 

for evaluation 
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were used for extracting ranks of individual classifiers. Hough

transform was utilized for iris feature extraction and Fischer im-

age technique was employed for face and ear feature extraction. 

Multistage score level fusion was also considered as an effi-

cient approach for combining multiple classifiers scores. A non-

parametric score based multistage order-preserving fusion model

was proposed for multimodal biometric system ( Liang, Ding, Liu,

& Xue, 2016 ). In this, classifiers scores were converted to posterior

probabilities at the normalization stage. These probabilities were

further combined to obtain final probability at the merge stage.

To avoid high dimensionality, authors used a tree-like hierarchi-

cal structure, which limits the dimensions of merged probability. A

user-specific and selective fusion method was proposed for multi-

modal biometric system ( Poh, Ross, Lee, & Kittler, 2012 ). In order to

reduce training data, multimodal fusion was achieved using user-

specific normalization. Further, enrolled users were ranked into

specific categories as per their performance. 

The use of quality index to improve the performance of

score based multimodal fusion model was also investigated

( Nguyen, Denman, Sridharan, & Fookes, 2015 ). Quality of input im-

age was exploited to determine the reliability of the input sensors.

In this work, the author presented uncertainty factor as a mea-

sure to describe the extent of reliability of source classifiers. On

similar lines, a unified framework for incorporating quality mea-

sures in multimodal biometric fusion was proposed ( Poh, & Kit-

tler, 2012 ). Quality index determined the degree of conformance

of results obtained from the fusion method. In these methods, im-

age quality index was considered to adapt the system to dynamic

environments such as inconsistent input methods, dysfunctional

biometric devices. Hence, inculcating quality index as a reliability

factor can make the biometric system adaptive to dynamic envi-

ronments. Generally, biometric systems operate at a fixed level of

complexity for a specific level of security. However, adaptation of

multimodal biometric system to the required security levels was

explored ( Kumar, & Kumar, 2016 ). In this work, Ant Colony Opti-

mization (ACO) based parameter learner was used for modelling

the decision threshold. The ability of the fusion model to modify

the control parameters made the system adaptive to various secu-

rity levels. However, this system fails to address the issue of con-

flicting match scores. On the contrary to score level fusion, fusion

of multiple modalities at decision level can not achieve high ac-

g  

t  
uracy due to lack of information ( Hanmandlu, Grover, Gureja, &

upta, 2011; Tao, 2009 ). 

In the work as tabulated in Table 1 , score level fusion of mul-

iple modalities is compared along with details analysis of exper-

mental results. Mostly, optimal fusion of more than two modali-

ies was limitedly addressed. To address these problem, the pro-

osed work is aimed at designing an optimal fusion model for

igh-security applications. In the proposed work, we have consid-

red three complementary modalities namely iris, fingerprint and

nger vein. These modalities are chosen considering both user con-

enience and availability of cost-effective devices. Since both fin-

er vein and fingerprint can be simultaneously obtained through

 single image-capturing device ( Lee, Park, Kang, & Park, 2009 ),

sing these traits in conjunction makes a biometric system not

nly economical and user-friendly but also extremely hard to by-

ass. Moreover, fingerprint and finger vein are considered com-

lementary biometric traits, which have been exploited in earlier

tudies ( Yang, & Zhang, 2012 ). As the third modality, iris pattern

s considered due to its invariant to aging effect and extremely

ard to forge. Also, cost-effective devices for capturing iris im-

ges are available in abundance. This makes our multimodal bio-

etric system highly secure, robust and economical. Optimal in-

egration of human senses where individual senses compensate

or each other’s limitations under dynamic environments was dis-

ussed ( Murphy, 1996 ). Motivated by these studies on the optimal

ombination of human senses, our work performs an optimal com-

ination of similarity scores obtained from three traits. Detailed

esign of the proposed multimodal biometric recognition system

ollows in the next section. 

. Methodology for proposed multimodal biometric system 

A multimodal biometric system based on the optimal combina-

ion of three complementary biometric traits namely fingerprint,

nger vein and iris is proposed. The detailed framework of the

roposed multimodal biometric system is illustrated in Fig. 1 . As

hown, input data is captured from three modalities and corre-

ponding feature vectors are extracted. Captured eye image under-

oes Daugman un-wrapping to extract rectangular iris sheet which

s further processed using 1-D log Gabor wavelets at various an-

les. Gabor transform output is further converted into phase quan-

ized bits for phases [0- π /2), [ π /2- π ), [ π-3 π /2), [3 π /2-2 π ). Hence,
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Fig. 1. Proposed multimodal biometric framework. 
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wo bits are obtained for each Gabor transform pixel value. These

its act as the feature vector for acquired iris trait. For extracting

nger vein feature, Gabor transform is performed on the captured

mage and subsequent output is divided into non-overlapping rect-

ngular blocks. LBP histogram is determined for each block and

hese extracted histograms are concatenated to form a final feature

or finger vein. For fingerprint trait, minutiae are extracted from

he captured image. Extracted false minutiae points are filtered

o obtain an accurate fingerprint feature vector. Finally, extracted

eature vectors are compared with their corresponding templates

o obtain match scores S i , S v and S f . These scores are further pro-

essed using proposed fusion model for optimal combination. 

Optimal fusion model performs a discounting function on the

btained scores and combines them using a novel PCR-6 rules.

usion model comprises of two stages: classifier score optimiza-

ion and optimal combination of belief masses. The first stage uses

acktracking Search Optimization Algorithm (BSA) to determine an

ptimized weight for the individual classifier. These weights act as

onfidence factors for estimated match scores. Denoeux model is

sed to convert match scores into belief masses using optimal con-

dence factors. These belief masses are subjected to DSmT based

CR-6 rule model ( Martin, & Osswald, 2006; Smarandache, & Dez-

rt, 2006 ) to resolve conflicts among individual classifier beliefs. In

ddition, total conflict and conjunctive consensus are determined

or each classifier. Total conflict comprising of six partial conflicts

s redistributed among the three classifiers and final belief mass

or the whole system is determined. Finally, in the decision model,

he final belief mass is compared with a threshold value. The pro-

osed system exhibits optimal behaviour in multiple scenarios. For

nstance, in case of concurrent classifiers, boosting or suppression

f classifiers takes place. In case of discordant classifiers, our fusion

odel resorts to state-of-the-art conflict resolving among classi-

ers. The detailed design of the proposed fusion model along with

t  
ethodologies for feature extraction is presented in the following

ubsections. 

.1. Feature extraction 

Biometric features namely iris, fingerprint and finger vein are

hosen considering their complementary nature and ease of ac-

uisition. For iris feature extraction, we adopted the approach as

iscussed in Monwar, & Gavrilova (2013 ). This method achieves

igh accuracy due to precise localization of iris region. The cap-

ured eye image is first localized for the region of interest. Rub-

er sheet model ( Daugman, 2004 ) is applied on the region of in-

erest. Further, the extracted unwrapped iris image is convolved

ith 1-D log Gabor wavelets. The 2-D iris image undergoes row-

y-row convolution where each row represents a circular ring on

he iris pattern. The convolved pattern is filtered for noise before

ts conversion into phase-quantized bits. Iris classifier likelihood is

etermined through the hamming distance between the obtained

hase-quantized bits and stored template. We determine iris clas-

ifier likelihood S i using Eq. (1) . 

 i = 

| T is � T is − H D s,c | 
T is � T is 

(1) 

Where, HD s,c is hamming distance and calculated using Eq. (2) .

 ic & T is represent the captured iris template and the stored iris

emplate, respectively. 

 D s,c = T is � T ic (2) 

For finger vein feature extraction, we adopted the approach as

iscussed in Peng et al. (2016 ). This method achieves high accu-

acy due to effective filtering vein pattern. For this, captured finger

ein image is normalized and filtered by Gabor Wavelet Kernels

o obtain Gabor Binary Pattern map (GMP). GMP map is further
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divided into non-overlapping rectangular blocks from which indi-

vidual local binary pattern (LBP) histograms are determined. LBP

histograms are concatenated to form the final finger vein feature

vector. For finger vein classifier, likelihood is determined from LBP

histogram of captured vein image and that of stored templates, as

shown in Eq. (3) . 

S v = 

∑ 

r 

∑ 

u 

∑ 

v min 

(
h 

s 
x,y,z , h 

c 
x,y,z 

)
∑ 

u 

∑ 

v h 

s 
x,y,z 

(3)

Where , h s x,y,z is the LBP histogram of stored template and h c x,y,z 

is the LBP histogram of captured image for scale x and directions

y and z . 

For fingerprint modality, feature extraction is achieved through

minutiae extraction method presented by authors ( Ravi, Raja, &

Venugopal, 2010 ). Also, false minutiae are filtered out using fuzzy

rules based approach as proposed in Surya, bhavaNarayana, &

Sathish (2013 ). In this, false minutiae are removed through esti-

mation of threshold distance between terminations and angle vari-

ation among synchronized directions. After obtaining legitimate

minutiae, the matching algorithm effectively uses ridge endings

and bifurcations to obtain regular minutiae pairings. During match-

ing of extracted features, the orientation of fingerprint minutiae

is also taken into account. The similarity between two fingerprint

features is determined as match score using Eq. (4) ( Liang, Bishnu,

& Asano, 2007 ). 

S f = 

N 

2 
match 

N s N c 
(4)

Where, N match is the number of matched minutiae pairs and

N c ,N s are the number of overlapping minutiae of stored template

and captured template, respectively. The estimated likelihood val-

ues for three classifiers, S i ,S v ,S f , are subjected to proposed adaptive

score based fusion model to obtain optimum decision. The core de-

sign of the proposed fusion model is discussed in the following

section. 

3.2. Proposed fusion model 

Multimodal fusion is paramount for optimal decision making in

a biometric system. In this work, we propose a two-stage optimal

fusion model for integration of scores obtained from three traits.

The proposed fusion model not only performs boosting and sup-

pression of concurrent classifiers but also effectively resolves con-

flicts among the discordant classifiers. Details of the proposed fu-

sion model are presented in the following subsection. 

3.2.1. Stage I: Classifier score optimization 

Optimization of individual classifiers is the first stage of the

proposed fusion model. For this, we modeled the fusion problem

as Shafer’s Model with a frame of discernment, �= { G , I }, de-

fined over two exclusive focal elements. Focal element G describes

genuine class and, I describes imposter class for respective classi-

fiers. Individual classifier scores S i , S v & S f , Eqs. (1 ), ( 3 ), ( 4 ), are con-

verted to corresponding belief masses using Denoeux belief system

Denoeux, & Masson, 2010 ) using Eqs. (5 ), ( (6) . 

m x ( G ) = k ∗ �( S x ) (5)

m x ( I ) = 1 − k ∗ �( S x ) (6)

Where, m x ( G ) is genuine class belief mass, m x ( I ) is imposter

class belief mass, x ∈ i , v , f and � is a sigmoid function used

for mapping scores in the range (0,1). Confidence factor k for iris,

finger vein and fingerprint classifiers are taken as α, β and γ
respectively. Confidence factors are optimally selected in correla-

tion with their corresponding score value. Optimal selection of
onfidence factors not only helps in achieving reliable score to

ass conversion but also aids in boosting and suppressing of clas-

ifiers. Optimal values of confidence factors viz. α, β and γ are

btained using Backtracking Search Optimization Algorithm (BSA)

 Civicioglu, 2013 ) which is an evolutionary method overcoming the

roblems of slow computation and premature convergence. BSA

onsists of four steps namely initialization, selection-I, selection-

I, mutation and crossover. In the initialization step, a population

f size N = 200 is defined for each classifier using Eq. (7) . 

p y ∼ U ( 0 , 1 ) (7)

Where, U signifies uniform distribution of population over the

ange (0, 1) and y ∈ α, β , γ . Using this, initial populations

 α , p β & p γ for confidence factors α, β & γ respectively are ob-

ained. Further, belief masses for each population element of the

lassifiers are obtained using Eq. (8) . 

as s y = p y ∗ S x (8)

Further in the initialization step of BSA, a fitness value F 
p 

y for

ach population element is determined using Eq. (9) . This value is

ontingent on false acceptance and false rejection costs and their

espective rate values. 

 

p 
y = C fa ∗ F AR 

p 
y + C f r ∗ F RR 

p 
y (9)

Where, F 
p 

y represents fitness values of an element p of the

opulation p y for y ∈ α, β , γ . C fa is cost of false acceptance

nd C fr is cost of false rejection. In addition, F AR 
p 
y is false accep-

ance rate and F RR 
p 
y is false rejection rate for an element p of the

opulation p y . Initially, historical population p old 
y is defined for each

lassifier using uniform distribution as presented in Eq. (7) . This

opulation acts as swarm memory for the population. 

In selection-I step, historical populations are updated to the

opulation of each classifier. This is achieved through generation

f two random matrix r 1 & r 2 of size N × 1 over the range (0, 1)

sing Eq. (10) : 

f r 1 < r 2 , then, p old 
y := p y | r 1 , r 2 ∼ U(0 , 1) (10)

In the mutation step, offspring population O y is generated for

 y using a pre-defined scaling factor S as shown in Eq. (11) . 

 y = p y + ( map ∗ S ) ∗
(

p old 
y − p y 

)
(11)

Where, map is a random matrix generated over the range (0, 1).

n the crossover operation, offsprings are optimized using bound-

ry control operations to limit the range of offspring elements.

imilarly, fitness value F o y is assigned to the offspring populations.

hese fitness values act as the decisive parameter for updating the

arent populations. In selection-II operation, offspring elements

ith lower fitness value replace their corresponding parent pop-

lation elements as depicted in Eq. (12) : 

f F o y < F p y then P y := O y (12)

In the iterative process, parent population element with mini-

um fitness value is estimated for each classifier. These globally fit

lements are identified as optimal values of confidence factors α,

β and γ for iris, finger vein and fingerprint classifiers respectively.

ptimal confidence factors are used to convert classifiers scores

nto belief masses using Eqs. (5 ) and (6) . Further, classifier belief

asses are subjected to second stage of fusion process as discussed

n the next stage. 

.2.2. Stage II: Optimal combination of belief mass 

Multiple classifier fusion problem is modeled as Shafer’s Model

ith frame of discernment �= { G , I } defined over two focal el-

ments. Belief masses for frame of discernment are combined

onsidering independent traits. These masses are integrated us-

ng PCR-6 rules based upon Dezert-Schmarandche Theory (DSmT)
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 Martin, & Osswald, 2006; Smarandache, & Dezert, 2006 ). PCR-6

odel is an efficient set of rules used to resolve conflict among

ighly discordant sources of evidence. It consists of estimation of

onjunctive consensus, partial and total conflict. The partial con-

icting masses are redistributed to the corresponding focal ele-

ents. A three-source system, S = { i , v , f } forms the basis of the

roposed fusion model. This represents three traits namely iris, fin-

er vein and fingerprint for the biometric system. Conjunctive con-

ensus among belief masses is determined for focal element G as

 cc ( G ) using Eq. (13) . 

 cc ( G ) = 

N ∏ 

k =1 

m S ( k ) ( G ) (13) 

Where, N = 3 represents total number of sources. In addition,

otal conflict among belief masses, m tc ( G ∩ I ) is calculated using

q. (14) . This total conflict consists of six partially conflicting

asses. 

 tc ( G ∩ I ) = 

2 ∑ 

j=1 

m S ( 1 ) 

(
Y j 

) ∑ 

3 ∩ 

n =2 
Y j ∩ Y S ( n ) ≡ ∅ (

Y ( j ) , Y S ( n ) ∈ �
)

3 ∏ 

k =2 

m S ( k ) 

(
Y S ( k ) 

)
(14) 

These partially conflicting masses are redistributed in propor-

ion to mass of focal elements contributing to the total conflict us-

ng Eq. (15) . 

 rd ( G ) = 

3 ∑ 

k = 1 

G ∈ �

m S ( k ) ( G ) 
2 

∑ 

N−1 ∩ 

n =1 
Y σk ( n ) ∩ G ≡ ∅ (

Y σk ( 1 ) ,.., Y σk ( N−1 ) 
∈ �

)
×

[ ∏ 2 
j=1 m S ( σk ( j ) ) 

(
Y S ( σk ( j ) ) 

)
m k ( G ) + 

∑ 2 
j=1 m S( σk ( j ) ) 

(
Y S( σk ( j ) ) 

)
] 

(15) 

Where, m k (G ) + 

2 ∑ 

j=1 

m S( σk ( j)) ( Y S( σk ( j)) ) � = 0 and value of σ k ( j ) is

etermined using Eq. (16) 

k ( j ) = 

{
j, i f j < k 

j + 1 , i f j ≥ k 
(16) 

Finally, redistributed masses are added to conjunctive con-

ensus to determine the final belief mass for genuine class i.e.

S f ( G ) using Eq. (17) . 

 f ( G ) = m rd ( G ) + m cc ( G ) (17) 

In the decision model, belief mass S f ( G ) is compared with op-

imal threshold value S th for deriving final decision. Estimation of

ptimal value of S th is paramount for achieving high accuracy of a

iometric system. Any deviation from the optimum value may re-

ult in decreased accuracy and reliability of the biometric system.

 lower threshold value than its optimum value results in higher

umber of false acceptances i.e. high FAR. On the other hand, se-

ection of high threshold value than its optimum value leads to

ubstantial amount of false rejections i.e. high FRR. Hence, to avoid

xcessive error of either kind, threshold value for which the system

chieves equal false acceptances and false rejections (Equal Error

ate), is selected as the optimum threshold value S th . In the pro-

osed work, optimum threshold value S th obtained for experimen-

al validation is 0.53. 

The pseudo code for the proposed biometric recognition sys-

em is presented as Algorithm 1 . In order to validate the pro-

osed method, we have conducted experiments on benchmark

atasets. The details of datasets and implementation of the pro-

osed method are discussed in the following section. 
. Databases and experimental design 

Multimodal datasets used for validation of the proposed al-

orithm are derived from different benchmark datasets. Chimeric

atasets are generated by unique combinations of four benchmark

atasets namely IITD PolyU Iris database ( Kumar, & Passi, 2010 ),

ERA finger vein database ( Tome, 2015 ), FVC 2006 fingerprint

atabase ( Cappelli, Ferrara, Franco, & Maltoni, 2007 ) and CASIA fin-

erprint database (CASIA-FingerprintV5, http://biometrics.idealtest. 

rg/ ). These datasets have been used extensively to evaluate bio-

etric systems ( Kumar, & Kumar, 2016; Rai & Yadav, 2014; Shekhar

t al., 2014 ). Sample images of chosen datasets are presented in

able 2 . 

IITD PolyU iris database consists of images acquired in indoor

onditions using digital CMOS camera. The dataset contains 5 im-

ges of both left and right eye for each subject. The size of each

mage is 320 × 240 pixels. CASIA fingerprint database consists of

arious images for each finger of the subject acquired at different

rientations. The size of each image is 328 × 356 pixels. FVC2006

ngerprint database contains fingerprint images of 140 subjects. It

onsists of 12 images acquired at different orientations for each

ubject. The size of each image is 96 × 96 pixels. VERA finger vein

atabase of 110 users consists of 6 images of index, middle and

ing finger for both left and right index finger. These images are a

ombination of indoor and outdoor acquisitions. The size of each

mage is 665 × 250 pixels. 

The proposed multimodal biometric system is validated on

himeric datasets namely Dataset1 and Dataset2 for reference

n experimental validation section. Dataset1 combines samples

f 50 distinct subjects from IITD PolyU Iris dataset ( Kumar, &

assi, 2010 ), VERA finger vein dataset ( Tome, 2015 ) and CASIA fin-

erprint dataset (CASIA-FingerprintV5). Initially, 50 distinct sub-

ects of iris dataset are assigned to 50 distinct subjects of fin-

er vein dataset. Further, 50 distinct subjects of fingerprint dataset

re assigned to the subjects of the previously merged dataset.

ence, a virtual multimodal dataset of 50 distinct subjects is ob-

ained. Similarly, Dataset2 is generated with 50 distinct subjects

ach from IITD PolyU Iris dataset ( Kumar, & Passi, 2010 ), VERA

nger vein dataset ( Tome, 2015 ) and FVC2006 fingerprint dataset

 Cappelli et al., 2007 ). The subjects chosen for Dataset1 are mu-

ually exclusive to the subjects chosen for Dataset2. For each sub-

ect of Dataset1 and Dataset2, we have randomly chosen five im-

ge samples from the above said benchmark datasets to achieve

ve fold cross validation of results. In addtion, we have generated

 consolidated dataset of 100 subjects by merging subjects from

ataset1 and Dataset2. 

The proposed biometric system is implemented on MATLAB

3.1 platform. Hardware platform used for implementation is con-

gured with Intel i5 processor and 8 GB RAM. Computational time

or 50 identities of dataset over 35 runs of the algorithm is 53 sec-

nds, which implies, on an average it takes 30 ms for authentica-

ion of each identity. In order to address the stochastic nature, we

ave performed 35 runs of the proposed algorithm for experimen-

al simulation. Low computational requirement is achieved mainly

ue to optimization of classifier scores through BSA algorithm. This

epicts real time application of the proposed biometric system. In

ddition, experimental results are obtained through 5-fold cross

alidation of the proposed biometric system. For this, subject sam-

les are divided into four enrolment samples and one test sample

or each subject. This process is repeated five times so that each

ample is used as the test sample exactly once. The experimen-

al results presented in the next section are average values deter-

ined over 5 iterations of this process. 5-fold cross validation eval-

ates the reliability of experimental results obtained over limited

ataset. The details of the experimental validation of the proposed

ethod follow in the next section. 

http://biometrics.idealtest.org/
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Table 2 

Sample images of benchmark datasets used to derive experimental datasets. 
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5. Experimental validation 

The proposed multimodal biometric system is evaluated both

qualitatively and quantitatively on chimeric multimodal datasets.

In qualitative analysis, the performance of the proposed multi-

modal fusion model is demonstrated using optimal confidence fac-

tor generation and combination of modalities for generation of the

final score. For comparison of individual classifiers with the pro-

posed method, distributions of genuine class scores and imposter

class scores are also presented. In addition, the system is evaluated

quantitatively using performance metrics such as Receiver Operat-

ing Curves (ROC), Equal Error Rate (EER), Decidability Index and

Standard Deviation. The performance of proposed method is also

compared with state-of-the-art fusion methods. Details of qualita-

tive and quantitative results are presented in turn. 

5.1. Qualitative analysis 

The proposed multimodal system is evaluated qualitatively us-

ing chimeric datasets. For this, we have demonstrated score level

fusion of proposed biometric system and distribution of scores for

genuine and imposter class. 

5.1.1. Demonstration of proposed optimal fusion model 

Proposed fusion model involves two stages for an optimal com-

bination of three classifiers. Optimal confidence factor generation

along with fusion of belief masses is illustrated in Fig. 2 . As shown

in Fig. 2 a and 2 b, change in confidence factor with respect to cor-

responding score values is depicted for finger vein and fingerprint

classifiers, respectively. It is evident from Fig. 2 a that high score

values (higher than ∼0.5) lead to high confidence factors. This in

turn results in larger belief masses. Fig. 2 b shows that low confi-

dence factors are obtained for low match score ( < 0.4) values. For

example, a score value of 0.65 ( > 0.5) gives a larger confidence fac-

tor. Hence, high confidence factor derived from high score value

results in large belief mass. On the other hand, low score value
erives a low confidence factor which in turn results in small be-

ief mass. Adaptive nature of confidence factor with varying score

alue is mainly attributed to score dependent fitness function. 

Further, belief masses are subjected to Stage II of the proposed

usion model. In this stage, boosting and suppression of concur-

ent classifiers along with conflict resolving of discordant classi-

ers takes place. Conflict resolving among belief masses for discor-

ant classifiers is depicted in Fig. 2 c and 2 d. In case of genuine

ubjects, larger belief masses from concurrent classifiers tend to

ield an even larger fused mass. In other words, large belief masses

rom individual classifiers corroborate to the authenticity of a sub-

ect and hence boost final belief mass. For example, in case of sub-

ect 14 as depicted in Fig. 2 c, the final fused mass is higher than

orresponding classifier belief masses due to concurrence among

lassifiers. This is an instance of boosting of belief masses. Like-

ise, when all the classifiers agree towards non-authenticity of the

ubject, the final fused mass is suppressed. As depicted in Fig. 2 d,

nal fused mass is significantly lower than individual classifier be-

ief masses. In case of discordant classifiers, conflict among classi-

ers masses is determined using Eq. (14) and redistributed among

ndividual elements in proportion with the contribution of masses

owards conflict. 

.1.2. Demonstration of classifier performance optimization 

Two-stage integration of classifiers not only enhances individ-

al classifier performance but also optimally combines their belief

asses. This, in turn, leads to larger separation in genuine and im-

oster score distributions. In Fig. 3 , we have plotted score distribu-

ions of classifiers along with optimal fused score distribution for

wo datasets. 

As shown in Fig. 3 a and 3 b, score distributions of genuine class

nd imposter class overlap with each other for iris classifier. This

verlapping in genuine and imposter score distributions is mainly

ttributed to irregularities in iris shape, images with off angle and

lur. Small separation between genuine and imposter class score

istributions leads to an increase in false acceptance rate which
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Fig. 2. Demonstration of Proposed Multimodal Fusion Model for Dataset1: (a) Vein classifier confidence factor variation (b) Fingerprint classifier confidence factor variation 

(c) Genuine score fusion (d) Imposter score fusion. 
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n turn impairs the accuracy of the iris based biometric system.

n case of fingerprint classifier, genuine and imposter score distri-

utions are depicted in Fig. 3 c and 3 d for Dataset1 and Dataset2,

espectively. 

In Dataset1, captured fingerprint images not only lack bound-

ry information but are also impaired by environmental chal-

enges. These issues result in overlapping of score distributions

or genuine and imposter class. Whereas, small overlap of genuine

nd imposter score distribution for fingerprint trait in Dataset2 is

ttributed mainly to high-quality fingerprint subjects with clear

oundary information. Similarly, for finger vein classifier, score dis-

ributions for genuine and imposter class are shown in Fig. 3 e and

 f. Although vein patterns lying underneath the skin are less af-

ected by environmental challenges, uniform distribution of im-

oster score is attributed mainly to the employed method for score

stimation of finger vein classifier. This, in turn, impairs false ac-
w  
eptance rate and overall accuracy of the biometric system based

nly on finger vein. On the other hand, genuine and imposter class

core distributions for proposed method are reasonably separated,

eading to optimum decision boundary for two classes. The separa-

ion of score distribution for proposed biometric system is depicted

n Fig 3 (g) & 3(h) for Dataset1 and Dataset2 respectively. The large

eparation of genuine and imposter class score distribution is also

ugmented through quantitative evaluation of decidability index as

iscussed in the following section. 

.2. Quantitative analysis 

Performance of the proposed method is also evaluated quan-

itatively using decidability index and Equal Error Rate (EER).

he quantitative performance of the proposed method is com-

ared with state-of-the-art fusion techniques viz: (i) PSO based

eighted sum fusion (PSO-WS) ( Srinivas, Veeramachaneni, & Osad-
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Fig. 3. Sample Score Distributions for Genuine and Imposter Class: (a) Iris classifier for Dataset1 (b) Iris classifier for Dataset2 (c) Fingerprint classifier for Dataset1 (d) 

Fingerprint classifier for Dataset2 (e) Finger vein classifier for Dataset1 (f) Finger vein classifier for Dataset2 (g) Proposed Method for Dataset1 (h) Proposed Method for 

Dataset2. 
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Table 3 

Decidability index of individual classifier. 

Classifier Decidability index 

Dataset1 Dataset2 

Fingerprint 4.804 10.047 

Finger Vein 5.823 5.284 

Iris 4.591 5.178 

Table 4 

Decidability index of fusion methods. 

Fusion method Decidability index 

Dataset1 Dataset2 

PSO weighted fusion 9.562 14.351 

LFI 7.646 10.082 

Max 3.896 3.957 

Min 3.332 3.815 

Sum 4.121 4.134 

Hamacher t-norm 1.095 1.130 

Proposed Method 14.864 18.868 
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iw, 2009 ) (ii) Local Feature Integration (LFI) ( Zhang, Zhang, & Guo,

012 ) (iii) Max rule ( Kittler, Hatef, Duin, & Matas, 1998 ) (iv) Min

ule ( Kittler, Hatef, Duin, & Matas, 1998 ) (v) Sum Rule ( Mohi-ud-

in, Bin Mansoor, Masood, & Mumtaz, 2011 ) (vi) Hamacher t-norm

Hm) ( Oussalah, & Schutter, 2003 ). During comparison of different

usion methods and also during evaluation of unimodal methods,

e have used feature extraction and score estimation methods as

iscussed in Section 3.2 . 

Decidability Index: In order to quantify separation in score dis-

ribution of genuine and imposter class, we have used decidability

ndex d as performance metric. Decidability index is determined

sing Eq. (24) . 

 = 

| μg − μi | √ 

(σ 2 
g − σ 2 

i 
) / 2 

(24) 

Where, μg and μi are mean values of genuine and imposter

cores respectively and σ g and σ i are standard deviations of gen-

ine and imposter scores, respectively. A classifier with a large

alue of decidability index can efficiently distinguish imposter and

enuine subjects. Individual classifiers’ decidability values are tab-

lated in Table 3 . As shown, for fingerprint trait corresponding to

ataset1, low decidability index d = 4.804 is mainly attributed to

ack of boundary information of subjects. On the other hand, a high

alue of decidability index d = 10.047 for Dataset2 is due to high-

uality fingerprint images. 

For finger vein, uniform score distribution in case of imposter

core leads to a low value of decidability index i.e. 5.823 for

ataset1 and 5.284 for Dataset2. Generally, biometric systems

ased only on finger vein exhibit the inability to distinguish gen-

ine and imposter subjects efficiently. Similarly, a low value of de-

idability index of 4.591 for Dataset1 and 5.178 for Dataset2 re-

pectively for iris classifier is mainly due to irregularities in iris

hape, images with off angle and blur. 

Apart from the comparison of decidability index for biometric

raits, we have compared the decidability index for the proposed

ethod with different fusion techniques. As shown in Table 4 , in

ase of the proposed fusion method, high decidability index viz.

4.864 for Dataset1 and 18.868 for Dataset2 is achieved due to

oosting or suppressing of concurrent classifier and resolving con-

ict among discordant classifiers. Comparatively higher value for

ataset2 is attributed to improved performance of fingerprint clas-

ifier, which is further augmented by other modalities under chal-

enging environment. Decidability index for other fusion methods

uch as Local Feature Integration (LFI) ( Zhang et al., 2012 ) and PSO
ased weighted sum fusion (PSO-WS) ( Srinivas et al., 2009 ) are

arginally improved over individual modality. PSO-WS obtains a

nal score based on evolutionary PSO leading to optimum selec-

ion. Similarly, LFI method considers classifier error for adaptive

usion of classifier scores. 

For fusion methods Max rule, Min rule, Sum Rule and

amacher t-norm (Hm), low value of decidability index leads to

igh value of error rate and consequently low accuracy. In sum,

he analysis of results in Tables 3 and 4 reveals that our method

as the highest decidability index which leads to an efficient clas-

ification of genuine subjects from imposter ones. Optimal results

f proposed fusion method are mainly attributed to two-stage inte-

ration wherein in the first stage, classifiers are enhanced in their

erformance using BSA. In the second stage, optimized classifiers

re integrated using PCR-6 rules based on DSmT. Further, the sig-

ificance of large value of decidability index for the proposed mul-

imodal biometric system is determined using performance metric

ER. 

Equal Error Rate: ROC curves are plotted for each fusion tech-

ique to determine its equal error rate (EER). In ROC curves,

s shown in Fig. 4 , Genuine Acceptance Rate (GAR) is plotted

gainst False Acceptance Rate (FAR) for each fusion methodol-

gy. As shown in Fig. 4 a, ROC curve for fusion methodologies for

ataset1 reveal that the proposed method requires high GAR value

or a given value of FAR leading to high accuracy. Similarly, in

ig. 4 b, ROC curve for Dataset2 reveals that the proposed method

eeds high GAR value for a given FAR value. 

EER values for evaluated fusion method are tabulated in Table 5 .

o address the stochastic nature of BSA, EER values reported for

he proposed fusion method are average values obtained over 35

uns of the algorithm. Similarly, EER values for PSO based weighted

um fusion (PSO-WS) are determined as average values obtained

ver 35 runs of fusion method. On the other hand, due to the de-

erministic nature of fusion approaches LFI, Max, Min, Sum and

amacher t-norm, results are obtained for a single run of respec-

ive algorithm. In addition, we have determined EER values for a

onsolidated multimodal dataset. This consolidated dataset is ob-

ained by combining 50 distinct individuals from Dataset1 and 50

istinct individuals from Dataset2 

As shown in Table 5 , the proposed method achieves the lowest

ER value for Dataset1, Dataset2, and consolidated dataset. This is

n correlation with high decidability index of the proposed method.

n contrast, fusion methods viz. Max, Min, Sum and Hamacher t-

orm have high EER values mainly due to their deterministic fu-

ion model and lack of classifier optimization. Although, optimiza-

ion of classifier score is achieved in PSO-Weighted-Sum, it fails

o resolve conflicts among classifiers and hence results in high

ER value. In addition, proposed method outperforms other fusion

ethods on a consolidated dataset as well. In order to address

tochastic nature of the proposed fusion method and PSO based

eighted sum fusion (PSO-WS), we have estimated standard de-

iation in EER values obtained over 35 runs. Standard deviation

alues are tabulated in Table 6 . Low standard deviation for pro-

osed method indicates EER invariance to the stochastic nature of

he proposed fusion method. 

In sum, using proposed fusion model, complementary traits are

used optimally and hence making system adaptive to dynamic

nvironments. Quantitative analysis reveals that individual classi-

ers are not able to effectively distinguish between genuine and

mposter class efficiently. This is mainly due to irregular shape

nd off-angle blur for iris traits, lack of boundary information

or fingerprint and finger vein traits. However, the proposed fu-

ion method adaptively combines individual classifiers to over-

ome limitations of individual classifiers. This, in turn, is reflected

n the high decidability index of the proposed method. Further,

he adaptive fusion of proposed method is achieved through op-
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Fig. 4. Comparison of receiver operating characteristics curves: (a) Dataset1 (b) Dataset2. 

Table 5 

Comparison of EER values for fusion methods. 

Dataset Proposed Method PSO Weighted Sum LFI Max Min Sum Hamacher t-norm Finger Vein Iris Fingerprint 

Dataset1 2.28 2.53 7.78 3.01 9.80 13.01 3.81 14.46 18.23 15.91 

Dataset2 1.00 1.99 3.60 2.79 8.52 4.75 3.41 14.01 17.48 10.33 

Consolidated Dataset 1.57 2.02 5.44 2.92 9.16 8.94 3.65 13.22 17.82 12.64 

Table 6 

Standard deviation of EER values. 

Dataset Proposed method PSO weighted sum ( Srinivas et al., 2009 ) 

Dataset1 0.0601 0.0706 

Dataset2 0.0321 0.0465 

Consolidated Dataset 0.0537 0.0565 

Algorithm 1 Proposed multimodal biometric system. 

[Genuine, Imposter] = Multimodal_System [ Image i , Image v , Image f ] 

1. Determine feature vectors viz. T ic , h 
c 
x,y,z , N c . 

2. Obtain similarity scores viz. S i ,S v ,S f using Eqs. (1), (3) & (4) . 

3. Stage I: Classifier Score Optimization 

i. Determine belief masses [ m i ( G ), m v ( G ) m f ( G )] using Eq. (5) . 

ii. Initialization : Define parent populations [ p α , p β , p γ ] using Eq. (7) . 

iii. Determine mass values [ mass α , mass β , mass γ ] using Eq. (8) . 

iv. Assign fitness values [ F p α , F p 
β

, F p γ ] using Eq. (9) . 

v. For z = 1: 10 0 0 

a. Selection I : Randomly update historic populations [ p old 
α , p old 

β
, p old 

γ ] using Eq. (10) . 

b. Mutation + Crossover : Determine offspring populations [ O α , O β , O γ ] using Eq. (11) . 

c. Selection II : Update p α , p β & p γ using Eq. (12) . 

d. Determine element of p α , p β , p γ with minimum fitness. 

End 

vi. Estimate globally fit elements [ α, β , γ ]from [ p α , p β , p γ ]. 

4. Stage II: Optimal combination of belief masses 

a. Determine Conjunctive Consensus and Total Conflict using Eqs. (13) & (14) . 

b. Redistribute partial conflict using Eq. (15) . 

c. Determine total belief of genuine focal element S f ( G ) using Eq. (17) . 

5. Decision Model : 

If ( S f ( G ) > = S th ) Genuine 

Else Imposter 
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imal estimation of classifier confidence factors and resolving con-

icts among classifier scores. On the other hand, competitive meth-

ds fail to resolve the issue of conflicting classifiers scores and

ould not adapt to changes in individual traits scores. This opti-

al behaviour is corroborated by high decidability index of low

ER when compared with other competitive methods. In addition,

ow computational time reveals real-time application of proposed

ethod for various industrial and security applications. Hence, the

roposed multimodal biometric system exhibits improved perfor-

ance due to individual classifier performance optimization, which

s achieved by boosting or suppressing of concurrent classifiers and

esolving conflict among discordant classifiers scores. 

. Conclusion and future direction 

In this manuscript, we have proposed a multimodal biometric

ystem using three complementary traits namely iris, finger vein

nd fingerprint, where finger vein and fingerprint can be obtained

imultaneously using a single device. Optimal score level fusion

s achieved through boosting and suppression of concurrent clas-

ifiers and resolving conflict among discordant classifiers. Score

evel fusion problem is modeled as Shafer’s model with a frame

f discernment, �= { G , I }, defined over two exclusive focal ele-

ents. Individual classifiers are optimized using evolutionary Back-

racking Search Optimization Algorithm (BSA). The optimized be-

ief masses of classifiers are integrated using Proportional Conflict

edistribution (PCR-6) rules. Proposed optimal score level fusion

echnique does not require any classifier training and it is compu-

ationally efficient for integrating multiple scores. The separation

etween score distribution of imposter and genuine class is large

hich leads to high accuracy and reliability of proposed biomet-

ic system. The proposed system is validated on chimeric datasets

reated from benchmark images of iris, finger vein and fingerprint.

ualitative and quantitative analysis of results reveal that the pro-

osed multimodal fusion method outperforms state-of-the-art fu-

ion techniques under various challenges. 

Although, multimodal biometric systems based upon feature

evel fusion have been investigated for their adaptive nature

 Huang, Liu, Li, & Li, 2015; Huang, Liu, Li, Yang, & Chen, 2013 ),

chieving adaptive nature of score based fusion is a challenge. In

uture, we will consider incorporation of user-specific traits’ im-

ortance and biometric quality as reliability factor into proposed

usion model. Inculcating such abilities in biometric fusion can

nhance the adaptive nature of system to address an even more

ide variety of challenges such as variation of image quality. User-

pecific traits’ importance can be included as per user convenience

r based on the performance of the system for specific use. Relia-

ility of traits can be determined through estimation of biometric

uality of the captured traits. Importance and reliability can act as

eights for specific users, which can be learned over the period

or making system more reliable and robust. The proposed biomet-

ic system can be extended for the inclusion of adaption towards

ifferent security level. 
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